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Component 1 
(SDP 2020-2022)



SDP 2020 - 2022

The overall goal is to 
slim down the core

framework to the essential by 
making it
simple,

principles-based
and future-proof... 

…while losing no substance
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(2019-2020)

Workshops
with the ISLOs
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Global survey
(2021)

Discussion with
SAIs working in 

complex situations
(2021)

Mid-term report to 
the PSC SC

(2021)

Post-survey
workshops

(2022)

Draft report and 
joint seminar with
Goal chairs/FIPP

(2022)
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Global
survey responses %

Total responses 125

INTOSAI 117 60 %

EUROSAI 42 82 %

ASOSAI 27 57 %

AFROSAI 29 54 %

ARABOSAI 10 45 %

OLACEFS 19 39 %

PASAI 10 37 %

CAROSAI 5 22 %

non-INTOSAI responses 8



Global
survey

AUDIT TYPES
The importance for users to present audit 
type principles separately from ISSAI 100.
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Global
survey

AUDIT TYPES
Advantages of presenting all audit type 
material (principles and standards)
presented in one place to limit repetition?
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Yes, this could be useful, as long as such an
approach makes it clear which requirements
own or national standards should meet, or

be applied directly

No, we prefer the current arrangement



Global
survey

COMBINED AUDITS
Combining multiple audit objectives in one
engagement.
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Global
survey

COMBINED AUDITS
Clarity about which ISSAIs to apply when
applying the combined audit approach
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Global
survey

ACCESSIBILITY
Facilitating orientation in the framework by linking
relevant material.
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Yes, to facilitate orientation within the IFPP
framework and improve its user-friendliness, links
should be provided from requirements to relevant

guidance

No, it is sufficient to indicate in the guidance to
which requirement it refers or relates to



Global
survey

ACCESSIBILITY
Presenting material in a flexible way –
using collaborative sites

70
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Yes, collaborative sites dealing with different
issues could be useful tools to post examples

and support discussion. They could be open to
everyone interested, to maximise their impact.

Yes, although the collaborative sites should be
accessible to registered users, vetted by an

INTOSAI working body.

No, because establishing and maintaining such
collaborative websites would be resource-

intensive

Other



Global
survey

BEYOND AUDIT
Should the IFPP cover more engagement
types that pure audit work?
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Global
survey

APPETITE TO UPDATE THE 
FRAMEWORK
Optimal frequency for reviewing and 
changing the IFPP



What we
found



Criteria we
applied

Clarity

Relevance

Robustness

Accessibility



Clarity
A framework that is easily
understood, 
unambiguous and not 
open to misinterpretation

To be clear requires clarity and consistency in:

• Drafting style (short, active sentences)

• Concepts and their meaning

• Structure and presentation of material



Clarity
The review of the IFPP found:

• Drafting style often overly elaborate and 
inconsistent.

• A lack of clarity in concepts and consistency 
in their application.

• Inconsistent and sometimes illogical structure 
and presentation of material



Clarity
Quality control

ISSAI 300:32 ISSAI 400:44

Auditors should apply 
procedures to safeguard 

quality, ensuring that 
the applicable 

requirements are met 
and placing emphasis on 

appropriate, balanced 
and fair reports that add 

value and answer the 
audit questions.

Different wording for
the same message

+
applies mutually

Auditors should take 
responsibility for the 
overall quality of the 

audit. 



Clarity
Audit risk

ISSAI 300:28 ISSAI 400

Auditors should actively 
manage audit risk, 
which is the risk of 

obtaining
incorrect or incomplete 
conclusions, providing 

unbalanced information 
or failing to add value 

for users.

Applies to compliance
audit by analogy -



Clarity
Audit evidence and conclusions

ISSAI 300 ISSAI 400:58

- Applies to performance 
audit by analogy

[…] The auditor should 
also determine whether 
the risk assessment and 
initial determination of 

materiality were 
appropriate in the light 

of the evidence 
collected, or whether 

they need to be revised.



Clarity
The review of the IFPP found:

• Drafting style often overly elaborate and 
inconsistent.

• A lack of clarity in concepts and consistency 
in their application.

• Inconsistent and sometimes illogical structure 
and presentation of material



Relevance
A framework that covers key
organisational issues and 
tasks that many or most 
SAIs are required to do.

To the relevant the framework needs to:

• Cover key tasks most SAIs do.

• Reflect on how SAIs do their work.

• Be up-to-date and timely in providing content.



Relevance
The review of the IFPP found:

• Much material concerning audit work is covered.
• An increasing amount of non-audit work SAIs do not 

covered (even indirectly).
• Material separated by audit type, whilst most audit work 

integrates different audit objectives.
• No alternatives to presenting material using a different 

logic.
• Lengthy and complex development process makes it 

difficult to keep the framework up-to-date.



Robustness
A framework that is
technically strong and leads
to reliable results.

To be robust the framework needs to:

• Underpinned by technically sound material

• Clear terms in what must be achieved

• Clarity what it means to apply or comply
with the framework



Robustness
The review of the IFPP found:

• Material technically robust, but can be difficult to 
identify or access.

• No clear view on what the framework should help 
to achieve.

• No clarity about how to calibrate the principles, 
requirements and other content for optimal output.

• Confusion about what it means to claim
compliance with the framework.



Accessibility
A framework that is available
to all users in ways that suit 
their needs.

To be accessible the framework needs to:

• Use up-to-date methods in presenting content

• Allow access in the way that suits thier need

• Be consistent in form and extent

• Be searchable



Accessibility
The review of the IFPP found:

• issai.org has a large number of users.

• Material available in national or working language
of most users.

• Problems with translation to some languages.

• Material presented in static, not easily searchable
documents. 

• Problematic and insufficient referencing across
pronouncements. 

• Advantages of modern presentation methods not 
exploited.



Key concerns
we heard

• The Component One report vs SDP.

• The status of the audit types.

• The status of ISSAI 100.

• The future of the GUIDs.

• Possibilities of removing overlaps.

• Combined audit.



Conclusions
and next
steps



Strenghts on 
which to build

• Strong material based on a 
strong and inclusive standard 
setting process.

• Appreciation of ISSAI 100.

• A framework widely known and 
used across the community.

• Potential and desire to make the 
framework clearer, more 
relevant, more robust and more 
accessible to benefit users.



Way forward

STARTING POINT

Recognise that

modern technology

can present and make the 

content accessible in a way 

which is relevant to users and 

their needs.



Way forward
(Axis 1) 

• Clarify concepts underpinning the 
framework itself. 

• Clarify key components of the 
framework.

• Clarify important elements of 
content.



Way forward
(Axis 1) 

• Ensure consistency in presentation 
at all levels.

• Rationalise material to slim down
the framework to the essential with 
no loss of substance.

• Establish what it means to apply
the standards.

• Digitise the framework.



Way forward
(Axes 2 and 3) 

• Upgrade and update content to 
reflect on new challenges, including
key non-audit engagements.



This brings an
end to the

Component 1 
review



Implementation through the
SDP 2023-2025

WORKING

TOGETHER
TO BENEFIT ALL


